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Ted Hughes Award judges Jackie Kay, Andrew McMillan and Ali Smith have chosen David Morley’s Selected Poems, The Invisible Gift
(Carcanet) as the latest winner of The Poetry Society’s prestigious prize. 

Known for his energy and linguistic inventiveness, poet David Morley writes about diverse and fascinating subjects, from Romani tales to sharply
observed lyrics about nature, from political allegory to vividly imagined histories. His poetry evokes the enchantment and truth of the natural world
and our place in it. The Invisible Gift, published by Carcanet, contains poems from previous collections and demonstrates the different impact and
form a Selected Poems can achieve compared to the original individual collections. The book won David Morley the 2015 £5,000 prize, which is
funded by Carol Ann Duffy from her honararium as Poet Laureate.

The judges praised the book’s ambition and cohesive new form:

‘The Invisible Gift is the perfect title for this collection, as it was simply a gift to read. Like opening a box of fireworks; something theatrical
happens when you open its pages, and a curtain is raised on a tradition that has been overlooked. In these poems, David Morley switches forms
and registers to reveal the versatility of the voices and the liveliness of the Romani culture, arguing for a tradition which has been invisible and
silent. Ted Hughes wrote about the natural magical and mythical world; The Invisible Gift is a natural successor, as Morley has found a way to
give a voice to the Romani people who live in that natural world. A lifetime’s work gathered into one Selected Poems, it becomes a cohesive new
form in which old poems transform into something new.’

David Morley is an ecologist by background whose research focussed on acid rain in the Lake District. His poetry collections, all from Carcanet,
include The Gypsy and the Poet, Enchantment, The Invisible Kings and Scientific Papers. David is known for poetry installations within natural
landscapes: ‘slow poetry’ sculptures and I-Cast poetry films. His podcasts are among the most popular creative writing downloads on iTunes
worldwide. He was one of the judges of the 2012 T.S. Eliot Prize and judged the 2013 Foyle Young Poets of the Year. He teaches at Warwick
University and is adjunct Professor at Monash University, Melbourne.
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David Morley’s Selected Poems is chosen for the way in which it becomes a cohesive new
form, “like opening a box of fireworks”
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The following poets were shortlisted for the award, for poetry presented or published in the UK during 2015: 

Al-Saddiq Al-Raddi and Sarah Maguire for He Tells Tales of Meroe
Chris Beckett for Sketches from the Poem Road 
Elizabeth Burns for Clay
Kate Clanchy for We Are Writing a Poem about Home
David Morley for The Invisible Gift: Selected Poems
Carole Satyamurti for Mahabharata: A Modern Retelling

Established in 2009 by Carol Ann Duffy, the £5,000 prize is funded with the annual honorarium the Poet Laureate traditionally receives from HM
The Queen. The award is one of the only prizes to acknowledge the wide range of work being produced by poets – not just in books, but beyond.
Previous winners have included Andrew Motion for his radio performance Coming Home in 2014, Maggie Sawkins for her performance Zones of
Avoidance in 2013 and Kate Tempest, for her spoken word piece Brand New Ancients in 2012.

The winner of the 2015 award was announced on 31 March 2016, at a reception at the Savile Club, London. Carol Ann Duffy presented David
Morley with his prize.

The Invisible Gift
by David Morley

John Clare weaves English words into a nest
and in the cup he stipples rhyme, like mud,
to clutch the shape of something he can hold
but not yet hear; and in the hollow of his hearing,
he feathers a space with a down of verbs
and nouns heads-up. There. Clare lays it down
and nestles over its forming sound: taps and lilts,
the steady knocking of the nib on his hand until
it hatches softly beneath him. And when he peers
below his palm, he spies its eyes, hears its peeps,
but does not yet know what to think. He strokes
its tottering yolk-wet crown; feels a nip against
his thumb, buds of muscle springy at the wing, and all
the hungers of the world to come for this small singing.

from ‘The Gypsy and the Poet’, The Invisible Gift: Selected Poems (Carcanet, 2015)

– ENDS –
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Notes to Editors
Ted Hughes Award judges

Jackie Kay was born and brought up in Scotland. The Adoption Papers (Bloodaxe) won the Forward Prize, a Saltire prize and a Scottish Arts Council
Prize. Fiere, her most recent collection of poems was shortlisted for the COSTA award. Her novel Trumpet won the Guardian Fiction Award and was
shortlisted for the IMPAC award and Red Dust Road (Picador) won the Scottish Book of the Year Award and the London Book Award. She was awarded
an MBE in 2006, and made a fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in 2002. She has written extensively for stage and television and also writes for
children. She is Chancellor of the University of Salford and Professor of Creative Writing at Newcastle University. She was announced as Scotland’s
‘Makar’ in March 2016. Photo © Mary McCartney.

Andrew McMillan was born in South Yorkshire in 1988. His debut collection is physical, a Poetry Book Society recommendation which has won the
Fenton Aldeburgh First Collection Prize, the Guardian First Book Award and a 2014 Northern Writers Award, been shortlisted for the Forward Prize
for Best First Collection and the Costa Poetry Award, and shortlisted for the Dylan Thomas Prize. He currently lectures in Creative Writing at Liverpool
John Moores University and lives in Manchester. 

Ali Smith was born in Inverness in 1962 and lives in Cambridge. She is a writer of novels, short stories, plays, and criticism. Her latest novel, 
How To Be Both, was the winner of the Bailey’s Women’s Prize for Fiction. Photo © Sarah Wood.

Ted Hughes Award Shortlist
Al-Saddiq Al-Raddi (poet), and Sarah Maguire (poet-translator) – He Tells Tales of Meroe 
He Tells Tales of Meroe is a dual-language collection, produced by the Poetry Translation Centre, with poems written by Al-Saddiq Al-Raddi whilst he
was poet-in-residence at the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology at University College London. The collection presents eight new poems in
Arabic and English which were inspired by the museum’s collection of material from Meroe in Sudan. The poems are accompanied by photographs of
the objects that inspired them, and recordings of the poems in both languages are also available as part of the project. 

Al-Saddiq Al-Raddi is widely regarded as one of the leading African poets writing in Arabic. Famous since a teenager, he is admired for the lyric
intensity of his poetry and for his principled opposition to Sudan’s dictatorship. His Collected Poems was published in 2010. A distinguished journalist,
he was forced into exile in 2012 and now lives in London. 
Sarah Maguire is the founder and director of the Poetry Translation Centre and editor of the anthology My Voice: A Decade of Poems from the Poetry
Translation Centre (Bloodaxe Books, 2014). Author of four highly praised poetry collections, her selected poems Almost the Equinox, was published by
Chatto & Windus in 2015.

Chris Beckett – Sketches from the Poem Road
The exhibition, first shown in the Poetry Café in Covent Garden, and accompanying pamphlet published by Hagi Press, Sketches from the Poem Road,
are the result of a creative collaboration between poet Chris Beckett and artist Isao Miura. Poet and artist set off on an interpretative journey in the
footsteps of Matsuo Basho and his ‘Narrow Road to the Deep North’, which he undertook in spring 1689. Between them they travel from text to
image, and often back again, creating an interwoven series of poems, translation, drawing and sculpture in the footsteps of the Japanese poet.

Chris Beckett worked in Tokyo in the 1980s, where he met the painter and sculptor, Isao Miura. His poems and translations (from Japanese, French
and Amharic) have been published in MPT and Poetry London, also in anthologies, including Sidekick’s latest Birdbook. He won the Poetry London
competition in 2001 and his second collection, Ethiopia Boy, was published by Carcanet/Oxford Poets in 2013. Sketches from the Poem Road was
shown at the Poetry Society in March/April 2015 and an extended version including painting, calligraphy and bronzes, also a 15 meter one-line poem,
will be shown at the Glass Tank Gallery, Oxford Brookes University from 20 June, 2016.

Elizabeth Burns  – Clay 
Clay is a short collection, published by Wayleave Press, of small, meditative poems exploring pottery and the potter’s craft which are themselves
exquisitely formed vessels for larger enquiry and celebration. It was written by the poet Elizabeth Burns after she worked on a joint exhibition with
painter Ann Gilchrist and potter Paul Tebble, and was published shortly before the poet’s death in August 2015.
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Elizabeth Burns was a Scottish poet who retained close connections to her Scottish roots when she moved to Lancaster with her family about 20 years
ago. She published four full collections, most recently Held (Polygon, 2010). Her pamphlet The Shortest Days (Galdragon, 2008) won the inaugural
Michael Marks Award for pamphlets. Elizabeth was always drawn to the work of other artists and makers and relished collaborations. Throughout
2014/2015 she worked on a joint exhibition with painter Ann Gilchrist and potter Paul Tebble and during this time explored the ideas about pots and
the potter’s process that resulted in the poems in her pamphlet, Clay, published shortly before her death in August 2015.

Kate Clanchy – We are Writing a Poem about Home 
We are Writing a Poem about Home is a collaborative radio poem created by Kate Clanchy for National Poetry Day 2015 and broadcast as part of the
Between the Ears series of programmes on BBC Radio 3. Clanchy worked with the diverse students from Oxford Spires Academy – who have 54
languages between them – to create a radio poem about home: the homes and home countries they came from, and the new homes they have found,
and the home they are making in their school and in their writing. It is produced by Jonquil Panting.

Kate Clanchy has been working as a state school teacher since she was twenty, a writer since she was thirty, and as a broadcaster and writer for radio
since she was forty. Now she is fifty, and We Are Writing a Poem about Home brings together all these strands of her work in a joyous collaboration
with radio producer Jonquil Panting and the staff and students of Oxford Spires Academy where she has been Writer in Residence, supported by First
Story and Oxford Brookes University, for seven years. Kate is married to the writer Matthew Reynolds, and their three children attend OSA.

David Morley – The Invisible Gift: Selected Poems
Known for his energy and linguistic inventiveness, David Morley writes about diverse and fascinating subjects, from Romani tales to sharply observed
lyrics about nature, from political allegory to vividly imagined histories, his poetry evokes the enchantment and truth of the natural world and our
place in it. The Invisible Gift, published by Carcanet and containing poems from previous collections including The Gypsy and the Poet, Enchantment,
The Invisible Kings and Scientific Papers, represents the different impact and form a Selected Poems can achieve compared to individual collections.

David Morley is an ecologist by background whose research focussed on acid rain in the Lake District. His poetry collections, all from Carcanet,
include The Gypsy and the Poet, Enchantment, The Invisible Kings and Scientific Papers. David is known for poetry installations within natural
landscapes: ‘slow poetry’ sculptures and I-Cast poetry films. His podcasts are among the most popular creative writing downloads on iTunes
worldwide. He was one of the judges of the 2012 T.S. Eliot Prize and judged the 2013 Foyle Young Poets of the Year. He teaches at Warwick
University and is adjunct Professor at Monash University, Melbourne.

Carole Satyamurti – Mahabharata: A Modern Retelling
Originally composed approximately two thousand years ago, the Mahabharata is an epic masterpiece that tells the story of a royal dynasty, descended
from gods, whose feud over their kingdom results in a devastating war. A seminal Hindu text, which includes the Bhagavad Gita, it is also one of the
most important and influential works in the history of world civilization. Innovatively composed in blank verse rather than prose, Carole Satyamurti’s
English retelling, published by W. W. Norton & Company, covers all eighteen books of the Mahabharata, capturing the beauty, excitement, and
profundity of the original Sanskrit poem as well as its architecture and extraordinary scope.

Carole Satyamurti is a poet and social scientist.  She has published six collections of poetry, the most recent of which is Countdown (Bloodaxe, 2011).
Her work has been widely anthologised, and has won numerous awards, including first prize in the National Poetry Competition, 1986, and a
Cholmondeley Award in 2000. She was joint winner of the inaugural Roehampton Poetry Prize in 2015. Her retelling of the great Indian epic poem,
The Mahabharata, was undertaken in the strong belief that this masterpiece of world literature deserves to be more widely known among Western
readers.

Recommendations for the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry
Members of The Poetry Society and Poetry Book Society were invited to recommend a living UK poet, working in any form, who they felt had made
the most exciting contribution to poetry in 2015. The judges selected their shortlist from the recommendations received.

Previous winners of the Ted Hughes Award
2014 Andrew Motion for his radio performance Coming Home 
2013 Maggie Sawkins for her performance Zones of Avoidance
2012 Kate Tempest for her spoken word story Brand New Ancients (produced in partnership with Battersea Arts Centre)
2011 Lavinia Greenlaw for her sound work Audio Obscura (produced with Artangel and Manchester International Festival)
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2010 Kaite O’Reilly for her verse translation of Aeschylus’ The Persians (National Theatre Wales production).
2009 Alice Oswald for her book Weeds and Wild Flowers (Faber & Faber) with accompanying etchings by Jessica Greenman.

The Ted Hughes Award Logo
The logo for the Ted Hughes Award was designed by David Carroll of David Carroll & Co (www.davidcarrollandco.com)
and uses the iconic image of Crow by Leonard Baskin. The image was used originally on the cover of Crow: From the Life
and Songs of the Crow by Ted Hughes (Faber & Faber, 1970) and is reproduced by kind permission of Lisa Baskin and the
Estate of Leonard Baskin, © Estate of Leonard Baskin.

The Poetry Society
The Poetry Society was founded in 1909 to promote a “more general recognition and appreciation of poetry”. Since then,
it has grown into one of Britain’s most dynamic arts organisations, representing British poetry both nationally and
internationally. With innovative education and commissioning programmes and a packed calendar of performances,
readings and competitions, the Poetry Society champions poetry for all ages. It publishes the magazine The Poetry Review,
runs the National Poetry Competition, the Foyle Young Poets of the Year Award and the youth performance poetry
championship SLAMbassadors UK. www.poetrysociety.org.uk


